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CONTACT DISC SPRINGS
Contact Belleville Disc Springs combine two important
features for improved bolt connections. Their conical
shape provides reactive force and a high elasticity of
spring return to compensate for developed looseness,
loss of bolt tension due to applied surface deterioration,
or movement due to the thermal expansion and
contraction. The hardened, serrated profile “grips” the
lower surface of the bolt or nut to prevent the loss of 

tension that normally occurs during extreme vibration or
severe shock.

Contact Springs come in sizes that correspond to a
wide range of screw head sizes, including hex head
socket screws. They can also be used in SEMS
assemblies. Made of selected high-quality carbon
spring steel.

CBS650311 - 3 .315 .122 .024 .039 400
CBS650252 #6 3.5 .362 .142 .028 .047 590
CBS650411 #8 4 .402 .161 .039 .059 1480
CBS650511 #10 5 .481 .201 .050 .073 2420
CBS650612 - 6 .559 .240 .052 .087 3350
CBS650615 - 6 .559 .240 .043 .067 1210
CBS650635 .250 6 .559 .254 .052 .087 3450
CBS650821 .313 8 .717 .323 .055 .095 2680
CBS650823 .313 8 .717 .323 .035 .081 760
CBS650921 - - .798 .362 .062 .095 3540
CBS651022 .375 10 .877 .402 .062 .108 3010
CBS651201 .438 12 1.074 .489 .078 .120 3510
CBS651271 .500 12 1.074 .512 .078 .120 3600
CBS651442 .563 14 1.192 .567 .098 .138 5350
CBS651642 .625 15 1.273 .646 .098 .156 7460
CBS652002 .750 20 1.570 .781 .118 .185 9000

DIMENSIONS (Inches) Calculated
Load @ 
Flat**Max. O.D. Min. I.D. Ref. t Ref. O.H.
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CONTACT “REGULAR”

CBS550301 - 3 .224 .122 .024 .037 700
CBS550351 #6 3 .284 .140 .028 .043 930
CBS550401 #8 4 .323 .162 .032 .045 900
CBS550501 #10 5 .402 .201 .039 .059 1700
CBS550601 - 6 .481 .240 .050 .071 2500
CBS550721 .281 - .559 .284 .055 .081 3200
CBS550801 .313 8 .638 .323 .055 .095 3800
CBS551021 .375 10 .798 .402 .062 .095 2700
CBS551241 .438 12 .955 .489 .062 .102 2300

DIMENSIONS (Inches) Calculated
Load @ 
Flat**Max. O.D. Min. I.D. Ref. t Ref. O.H.
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DIAMETER

METRIC 
SIZE

CONTACT “NARROW”

CBS750312 - 4 .402 .122 .024 .047 360
CBS750412 #8 5 .559 .161 .039 .071 1120
CBS750512 #10 6 .638 .201 .050 .085 1820
CBS750614 - 6 .717 .240 .055 .100 2780
CBS750636 .250 8 .717 .254 .055 .100 2810
CBS750822 .313 10 .877 .323 .055 .095 1610
CBS751023 .375 12 1.074 .402 .062 .112 1980
CBS751232 - 12 1.273 .488 .069 .138 2780
CBS751272 .500 12 1.273 .512 .069 .138 2820

DIMENSIONS (Inches) Calculated
Load @ 
Flat**Max. O.D. Min. I.D. Ref. t Ref. O.H.
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METRIC 
SIZE

CONTACT “WIDE”

For
general
use

Typical use:
In the
confined
space under
a socket
head screw

Typical use: For
oversized holes
in sheet metal
applications,
making use of
a wide bearing
surface

** Please note: Loads indicated are computed. Actual loads obtained in practice can vary as much as 25% due to
fluctuation in overall height tolerance.
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